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Many questions related to 3- and 4-dimensional topology can be expressed in terms of certain 
singular spaces dubbed ‘pseudofree orbifolds’. A successful technique for studying these spaces 
is to examine the moduli spaces of self-dual connections on (orbifold) bundles over them, and 
a theorem of Fintushel and Stern shows that these moduli spaces must be compact when the 
corresponding bundle has small enough Pontryagin number. The purpose of this article is to show 
how this compactness range can be considerably extended for purely equivariant topological 
reasons. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N13 
1 4-manifold orbifold instanton 1 
1. Introduction 
A pseudofree orbifold is a smooth 4-manifold with a finite number of point 
singularities whose neighborhoods are cones on lens spaces with fundamental groups 
of relatively prime orders. For example, a pseudofree orbifold can be constructed 
starting with any smooth 4-manifold V whose boundary is a Seifert-fibered homology 
3-sphere Z(a,, . . . , a,,). If C is the mapping cylinder of the Seifert fiber map 
Z(a I,..., a,)+ S2, then X(a,, . . . , a,) = Vu C is a pseudofree orbifold whose 
singularities are cones on the lens spaces L( ai, bi), bi = (a, * . * ~,)/a,. This construc- 
tion was crucial in [l] for studying bounding properties of Seifert homology spheres. 
A key step in this study was the fact that certain S0(3)-bundles related to a pseudofree 
orbifold have a compact moduli space of equivariant instantons provided that the 
Pontryagin numbers of these bundles are small enough. In this note we shall 
significantly extend this compactness range of Pontryagin numbers so that the 
techniques of [l] will find new applications. 
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The basic construction of [l] goes as follows. Given a pseudofree orbifold X 
whose singularities are cones on the lens spaces L(ai, bi), i = 1, . . . , n, let (Y = 
a, . * * a,. There is a regular a-fold cyclic branched cover 
A: M-+X 
where M is a smooth closed 4-manifold and A is branched over the cone points 
and a disjoint smoothly embedded branched surface F. Let D(X) = 
X-U;=, cL(ai, bi). To each class Ed H’(D(X); h) whose restriction to 
H2(U L(ai, bi); h) is a unit, one can assign a E,-equivariant oriented R2-bundle L, 
over M with Euler class A*e. Now X is a rational homology manifold and so has 
a rational intersection form. One finds that 
p,( L,) = (h*e)2[ M] = (ye2 
where here e is viewed as an element of H2(X; Z) = H2(D(X); H). (Note e2 E Q.) 
Now let E = L,@ F be the stabilization of E to an oriented R3-bundle over M. 
The idea of [l] is to consider Am the moduli space of Z,-equivariant SO(3)- 
instantons (self-dual connections) on E under H,-equivariant gauge equivalence. 
The main theorem (Theorem 2.1) of [l] may be conveniently broken into two parts. 
Theorem (Fintushel and Stern [l]). Let X be a positive dejinite pseudofree orbifold 
satisfying H,(D(X); Z,) = 0, and let E = L,O E as above. 
(i) If .Aa is compact and if a certain integral invariant R(X, e) is positive, then the 
number of &-invariant reductions of E (up to orientation) is even. 
(ii) When e2 < 4/ (Y, JU” is compact. (If e2 = 4/a also assume that e = O(mod 2) and 
H2(r1(WX)); Z2) = 0.1 
If V is a positive definite 4-manifold with boundary Z(a, , . . . , a,,) and with no 
2-torsion in H,( V; E), then one can form X’ = Vu -C as above. Surgering out the 
free part of H,( V; Z) we obtain X as in the theorem. We have H2( C; E) = Z, and 
if e = my where m E Z and y is a generator of H2( C; Z), then y2 = l/ (Y and 
R(X, e) = R(a,, . . . , a,; m) 
2 
=?-3+n+: Laf’cot 
i=l t7.i k=l 
($) cos(z) sin(y). 
This gives the main application (Theorem 10.1) of [l] as follows. Since it is simple 
to see that E = L,@ E has a unique &-invariant reduction in this case, when 
R(a,,...,a,; 1) > 0 the homology spheree Z(al,. . . , a,) can bound no positive 
definite smooth 4-manifold without 2-torsion in H,. (Orientations are, of course, 
quite important here. The homology sphere Z(a, , . . . , a,) is always oriented as the 
link of its (Brieskorn complete intersection) singularity in C’.) 
In this article we shall extend the compactness result (ii) to other Euler classes 
not necessarily satisfying e2 c 4/ (Y. In fact it will be relatively easy to prove that A- 
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is compact when e2 <4/a,, (where 1 < a, < . * 3 < a,). The main thrust of this note 
will then be to extend the result to the range 
under certain circumstances. In order state the result precisely we need to recall 
that given the Z,-equivariant S0(3)-vector bundle E = L,O E there is associated to 
each singular point of X a triple of rotation numbers. If Xj is the cone point in 
cL(aj, b,) and A(x) = Xj, then over a O4 neighborhood of x in M the bundle E is 
equivalent to D2 x D2 x [w x [w2 with Z,, = (a/aj)Z,-action 
5. (21. 22, t, w) = (Zl!i’J, z,rJ, 4 Wl”J) 
where 5 = e2Vi/a 1. The rotation numbers at Xj are then said to be (5, sj, mj). (There 
is of course a choice here. The choice of mj determines 5 and sj.) Note that rj and 
sj will be prime to aj. In the case of X constructed from ,Y(a,, . . . , a,,) as above, 
if e = my the rotation numbers at Xj are (bj, 1, m). 
In order to state our theorem we must now define rational numbers pj(q, sj, mj) 
which depend on the mod aj rotation numbers. If b is invertible in Z, let b* denote 
its inverse, bb*= l(mod a). Set ti = a if a is odd and d =:a if a is even. Define 
where k E Zq and k = mj(mod 2) if Gj is even} where division by 4 is interpreted as 
multiplication by 4* when tij is odd. 
The moduli space Ma can only fail to be compact when there is a sequence of 
equivariant instantons on E whose curvatures are concentrating at a finite number 
of points of M. Then at each of these points a ‘bubble instanton’ is formed (see 
Section 2). In each case the number pj( rj, sj, m,) represents the minimal Pontryagin 
class of bubble instantons which may arise over singular points in the orbifold. 
Our main result is: 
Theorem 1. Let X be an oriented pseudofree orbtfold with singular points of orders 
a,,..., a, and let E = L,O E be a E,-equivalent S0(3)-vector bundle as above. If 
pj( rj, sj, mj) > e2 for all i = 1, . . . , n, then At”, the moduli space of h,-equivariant 
SO(3) instantons on E, is compact. 
As an immediate corollary we have: 
Corollary 1. Iffor some m, R( a,, . . . , a,,; m)>O and ifp,(a/aj, 1, m)> m’/cx (=e’) 
forallj=l,..., n, thenZ(a ,,..., a,,) does not bound an oriented smooth 4-mantfold 
W whose intersection pairing is positive definite and whose first homology has no 
2-torsion. 
Since pj( rj, sj, mj) 2 4/a,, one gets 
Corollary 2. The above conclusions hold if e2 < 41 a, for all j. 
We conclude this introduction with some applications of Corollaries 1 and 2 to 
examples not covered by Theorem 10.1 of [l]. For example R(2, 11,41; m) < 0 for 
m = 1, 2, 3, 4; however one may apply Corollary 2 to the case where m = 5 and 
R(2,11,41; 5) = +l since here m’/c~ = 25/(22)(41) <4/41. Hence E(2,11,41) 
bounds no positive definite 4-manifold with no 2-torsion in its first homology. Next 
we give two examples where Theorem 10.1 of [l] and Corollary 2 fail to give results, 
but Corollary 1 works. Both examples have been chosen with p-invariants 0, so 
their failure to bound Z,-acyclic 4-manifolds cannot be detected by the p-invariant. 
The first example is Z(3,29,74). Here R(3,29,74; m) < 0 for m < 19. When m = 19, 
R = 1 but p-, < 19*/ (Y, so Corollary 1 does not apply. For m = 20, however, again 
R = 1 and this time Theorem 1 does apply. Another example is Z(2,7,25,41). Here 
R <O until m = 51 when it becomes 1 and Corollary 1 applies. 
2. Compactness of the moduli space 
Consider the regular a-fold cyclic branched covering 
A: M+X=D(X)u ij cL(a,, bi). 
i=l 
The preimage A -‘c( L( uj, bj)) consists of a/ uj copies of D2 x D2 which are permuted 
among themselves by the action of E,,, = ajZ, on M, and Z, = ((~/a~)& acts on 
each copy of D* x D* via 
5. (2 1,4 = (z,L-‘s z25’) 
where C=e 2mi’4. Over D(X), A is a branched cover with branched surface I? 
The idea for proving that JU~ is compact goes as follows. Suppose that {[Vi]} is 
a sequence in .&/II” which has no convergent subsequence. (Here [Vi] represents the 
equivariant gauge equivalence class of the instanton Vi on E.) Then a straightforward 
adaptation of results of Uhlenbeck [5] to this equivariant situation shows that there 
is a subsequence {Vi.} and equivariant gauge equivalent instantons {fiG} such that 
fi, + V,, an equivariant instanton on MO = M -{x1, . . . , xk} for some finite number 
of points xi E M. Next one is able to apply Uhlenbeck’s Removability of Singularities 
Theorem [6] to extend V, to.an equivariant instanton on a bundle E, over all of 
M. However, E, may fail to be isomorphic to E. If this happens, curvatures of the 
instantons ti, concentrate at some of the points xi. By conformally blowing up 
normal coordinates at xi repeatedly, the instantons converge near xi to a standard 
instanton on an SO(3) vector bundle over S4-point, and once again the singularity 
can be removed giving an instanton on S4 (c.f. [3] or [4]). This is a so-called ‘bubble 
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instanton’. In any case the sum of the Pontryagin numbers of the bundles is preserved 
by this process. I.e. if bubbles occur on bundles Y1,. . . , Y, over S4, then 
P,(E) =P,(Ko)+ : P1( 5). 
j=l 
For an oriented R3-bundle q over S4 carrying an S0(3)-instanton p,( E;) = 4kj, 
kj E Zt (see [l]). Hence one immediately sees that the subsequence {ei,} must 
converge to an instanton on E if (Ye* = p,(E) < 4. This is the basic idea of the proof 
of point (ii) of the Theorem of Fintushel and Stern [I]. 
Let us now consider the counting argument more carefully using the built-in 
Z,-equivariance. If an instanton bubble forms at any regular point x of the branched 
cover A : M + X, then it also forms at each of the (Y points in the &-orbit of x. So 
the sum of the Pontryagin numbers of these bubbles contributes at least 4a to 
p,(E) = ae’. Hence if e* (4, no instanton bubble can occur at a regular point of 
M. A more delicate analysis is required at the branch points. Suppose x lies in the 
branch surface P = A-l(F). Locally the bundle is of the form 0’ x D* x R3 where 
Z, acts via 
7)’ (z,, z2, u) = (Zl, z271k, u) 
where 77 = e2?ii’ol. This must also hold for the limiting bundle E,. The argument 
below (given in detail for the case of cone points) will show that the bundle of the 
instanton bubble will be of the form 
where F(x, y) =(x, g(x)y) and g: S3 + SO(3) satisfies g(xn) = g(x) since the action 
in the fiber is trivial. Since g factors through the quotient map S3+ S3/Z, = S3 of 
degree (Y, the degree of g (defined in terms of the lifting to S3) must be a multiple 
of (Y, hence the Pontryagin number is a multiple of 4a. So if Lye* = pl( E) <4a, i.e. 
if e*<4, this bubble instanton cannot occur. 
Hence we restrict our attention to instanton bubbles which may occur at points 
in the preimage of a singular point of X. Let x be the cone point in cL(u,, bj) c X. 
Then A’(x) consists of a/aj points in M. As in Section 1, over a neighborhood of 
each y E A -l(x) the bundle E is equivalent to D* x II2 x [w x Iw3 with rotation numbers 
(5, sj, mj). Since the action of Z a,o, permutes the points of A-‘(x), P,-equivariance 
implies that a bubble instanton occurring at any point of A-‘(x) actually occurs 
a/a, times. This must contribute at least 4a/uj to p,(E) = ae2. (This leads immedi- 
ately to Corollary 2.) 
Now consider what happens when an instanton bubble occurs in A-‘(x). For 
simplicity of notation we assume that we are considering a sequence of instantons 
_ 
{Vi,} as above whose curvatures are concentrating only in A-‘(x). So let a = uj, r = rj, 
etc. At y in A-‘(x) the rotation numbers of E are (r, S, m). The ti,+ V,, a limiting 
instanton on a bundle E,, and the rotation numbers of E at x are (r, s, m’) for 
some m’. (The &-action on the tangent space to M at y is unchanged; so the first 
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T, , T2 denote the two &-actions 
on D4 x lR3 given by these rotation numbers we obtain equivariant trivializations 
8,: (D4xR3, T,)+E(,~, &: ( D4 x R3, T2) + E&,4. 
Since the bundles E and E, agree over M-A-‘(x) there is a Z,-equivariant 
isomorphism 
f: El,, +Eoob, 
where M, = M-UP’” D4. Over each S3 boundary component, f restricts to (the 
same) Z,-equivariant isomorphism. Define 
F: (S3 x R3, Tl) + (S3 x R3, T2) 
by F = O;‘fO, . Since F is a h,-equivariant isomorphism, it induces an isomorphism 
of the induced bundle over S3/Z, = L(a, 6). If a is odd, such an equivalence exists 
for all values of m’ (given a fixed m) because an S0(3)-bundle over a 3-manifold 
is classified by w2. For a even such an equivalence over L(a, b) exists only when 
m’= m(mod 2). Thus for even a we have this additional hypothesis on m’ in what 
follows. 
Now letting G = Zol,a: 
E =E(M, u G(D4xR3, T,)= E&,, u G(D4xR3, Tl) 
Gel G(fe,) 
E,= E&,, u G(D4xR3, TJ. 
G% 
These descriptions allow us to identify the Z,-equivariant bundle Y over S4 on 
which the CY/U copies of the instanton bubble live as 
(O:xR3, TJ UF(D4+xR3, Tl). 
Hence c~e’=p~(E)=p~(E,)+(c~/a)p,(Y). We write 
F(x, Y) =(x, g(x)y), g: s3 + SO(3). 
The Z,-equivariance of F implies that g(xl) = T;‘g(x)T, where 5 = e2rri’a acts on 
S3 via c(z,, z2) = (zgr, ~~5”) and Tl( t, w) = (t, WC”‘), T,(f, w) = (t, ~5”‘). We shall call 
such a map g an equivariant map from (S3, (r, s)) to (SO(3), (T,, T,)). We define 
the degree of this map to be the degree of the lift to S3 using the double cover 
h: S3+ SO(3), h(x)y = xyx-’ (quaternionic multiplication). Then pl( Y) = -4 deg g. 
If a is odd, an obstruction theory argument (cf. [2; Proposition 2.31) shows that 
any two equivariant maps from (S3, (r, s)) to (SO(3), ( T2, Tl)) must have degrees 
which are congruent mod a. For a even, a = 2a’, this argument breaks down, but 
by examining the lift to a map to (S3, ( f2;, ?i)) and using the same result there, one 
sees that the degrees of two equivariant maps from (S3, (r, s)) to (SO(3), (T,, Tl)) 
must still be congruent mod a’. Moreover, given one such equivariant map, it is 
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easy to construct another one whose degree differs by any multiple of a. Thus we 
shall consider deg g to be an integer mod a when a is odd and an interger mod a’ 
when a is even. 
Now T, = T”, Tz = T”’ where T( t, w) = (t, WC). We denote the degree of an 
equivariant map from (S3, (r, s)) to (SO(3), (T”‘, T”)) by deg(r, s; m’, m). The 
minimum possible Pontryagin number of an instanton bubble at a point A-‘(x) is 
determined by computing deg(r, s; m’, m) for all values of m’. Theorem 1 will then 
follow from the next result which is proved in Section 3. 
Theorem 2. Let ci = a if a is odd and li =:a if a is even. Then 
deg( r, s; m’, m) = -r * *( m24m’2)(mod a). s 
(If ti is even, then m’ = m(mod 2), and if d is odd, the division by 4 is to be 
interpreted as multiplication by 4*.) 
3. Equivariant maps from S3 to SO(3). 
We prove Theorem 2 by making some observations about deg( r, s; m’, m). In 
(l)-(3) we shall assume a is odd so deg(r, s; m’, m) is defined mod a. In (4), (5) 
we adapt the argument to treat the case where a is even. 
(1) If f:(S3,(r,s))+(S3,(r’,s’)) and g:(S3,(r’,s’))+(S0(3),(Tm’, T”)) are 
equivariant maps, then the composition is equivariant with degree equal to the 
product of the degrees. The map f: ( S3, (r, s)) -+ (S3, (1, -1)) given by f(x, y) = 
(xr*, y-“*) is equivariant of degree -r*s*. Thus we can reduce to computing 
deg(1, -1; m’, m) which, for simplicity of notation, we now denote as deg(m’, m). 
(2) Iff:(S3,(1,-l))+(S0(3) (Tk,TP))andg:(S3,(1,-1))+(S0(3),(TP,T4)) 
are equivariant, then the product fg(x) = f(x)g(x) is an equivariant map from 
(S3, (1, -1)) to (SO(3), ( Tk, T4)) whose degree is the sum of the two degrees. Also 
the constant map to the identity is an equivariant map from (S3, (1, -1)) to 
(SO(3), ( TP, TP)) of degree 0. Thus deg(p, 0) = -deg(O, p). 
(3) Note that the map h : S3 + SO(3), h(x)y = xyx-’ is an equivariant map from 
(S3, (1, -1)) to (SO(3), (To, T2)), and it has degree 1 since it lifts to the identity. 
(To see this, view Z, c S’ c @ c H = C@Cj and note that the action by 5 = e2ni’a 
on S3 can be identified with right quaternionic multiplication by <. Furthermore, 
h(xl)=h(x)h(J) and h(l)= T2.) Now h may also be considered as a map: 
(S3, (p, -p) + (SO(3), (To, TZp)). Composing this with the degree p2 equivariant 
map (S3,(1,-1))+(S3,(p,-p))givenby(z,w)+(zP,~P), wegetdeg(0,2p)=p2. 
Hence by (2) we obtain 
deg(2k, 2n) = n2- k2. 
Since a is odd each integer mod a may be written as 2r for some r. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2 for a odd. 
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(4) If is a = we can as above the case (r, s) (1, -1). 
that there now the assumption that m(mod 2). 
that m WI’= 2n’(mod A map (1, -l))+ (T”‘, T”)) to an 
map (S3, -1)) + (P’, -in)). terms of usual notation 
Z,-actions on the action (T”‘, T”)) denoted (S3, k)) where k’= 
-m’(mod and k’ k = a). For even these for k k’ have 
solutions, however, solution is (mod a’). is the as saying 
n, n’ really only mod a’. fixed choice n, n’ possible 
degrees such lifts well-defined mod and are as before be 
congruent n2- n’*(mod If (S3, T”)) is lift of action on 
then the lift is ( T”‘+a’, so our follows. (Note when a’ 
also even, the degree well-defined mod since (x+ x*(mod a)). 
If a even and is odd, can again to S3 we have use 
Z,,-equivariant in our Let T = emi’a let R the basic 
given by by T. Z,,-equivariant maps T) + 
S3, (RP, have degrees are well-defined 2a and congruent 
mod to q* p*. The ( S3, + ( 5) given squaring each coordi- 
nate degree 4. the Z,-equivariant g: (S3, + (SO(3), T”)) lifts 
a Z,-equivariant g’: (S3, (S3, (R”‘, or g’: c)+ (S3, 
R”)). If identify h, 2Z2, c we get congruence 4 g = 
m’*(mod 2~) (m + m(mod 2a)). implies that g = m* - 
a’). 
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